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Assume a dynamical system possess a first integral. If the Qlternative Method is 
employed to obtain periodic solutions the resulting determining equations will be 
linearly dependent and in general a family of periodic solutions result. The periodic 
family is represented by a solution curve for the determining equations. It is shown 
that the singularity of the determining equations is of a special nature. The struc- 
ture of the degeneracy is exploited to construct a function which allows one to 
iterate quadratically to any chosen member of the solution curve. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
If one searches for a periodic solution of a T-periodic dynamical system 
which possesses a first integral via the Alternative Method, the resulting 
finite dimensional determining equations are linearly dependent. In 
particular, if F: RP + RP represents the first order approximation of the 
determining equations, the presence of the first integral guarantees the 
existence of a vector held h: RP -+ RP where h’(a) F(a)= 
h,(a) F,(a) + ... + h,(a) Fp(u) = 0. This implies that in general periodic 
solutions come in families. Also if one wishes to obtain approximations to 
members of the periodic family by iterating toward solutions of F(u) = 0, a 
Newton scheme cannot be applied directly to F. This structure is reviewed 
in Section II. 
In Section III it is shown that if the resonant portion of the linearized 
dynamical system has simple elementary divisors then h(u) is a conser- 
vative vector field. Thus there exists a u: RP -+ R where h =Vv so that the 
dependence of the determining equations is of a very special nature. We 
will call this degeneracy conservatively singular. 
Assuming that F(u) = 0 has a solution curve u*(n) which is parametrized 
by I, a function G,: RP + RP is constructed in Section IV. The function G1 
depends on 1 and it is shown that Newton’s method on G, will converge 
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quadratically to a*(A) for each fixed choice of 1 provided each member of 
the solution curve lies on a different “energy” surface of u. 
Finally, in Section V, the formalism developed is shown to apply when 
dealing with Hamiltonian systems which contain resonant elliptic behavior. 
II. PERIODIC FAMILIES FOR CONSERVATTVE SYSTEMS 
Consider the weakly nonlinear n-dimensional system 
i=A(t)x+&f(t, x, E), (1) 
where A, f are continuous and T-periodic in t, f is twice continuously dif- 
ferentiable in x, and E is in our region of interest. Such equations arise 
naturally as a perturbed linear system or result when the state variable has 
been scaled to analyze the behavior of a system near a periodic orbit or an 
equilibrium point. 
We assume that (1) is a conservative dynamical system in the sense that 
there exists a function u: R x R” x R + R which is twice continuously dif- 
ferentiable in our region of interest, where 
for all (I, x, E) in our region. For notational convenience we will always 
express gradients as row vectors. The condition on u shows that u is con- 
stant along solutions. 
When E = 0 we have the linear system 
i= A(t)x 
which has a corresponding adjoint system 
j’ = -y’A( t ), 
(2) 
(3) 
where y’ represents the transpose of y (row vector). 
Letting {#r(t),..., tip(t)} and {$:(t),..., $;(t)} represent bases for the T- 
periodic solutions of (2) and (3), respectively, we can define the n x p and 
pxn matrices a(t)= [QI(t)***d,(r)] and 
Y(t)= Y(f) I I q(t) .
Now it is well known [4,7] that if (1) has a T-periodic solution it will in 
general be a member of a one-parameter family of T-periodic solutions due 
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to the presence of the first integral u(t, x, E). That is, there exists an s0 > 0 
and 6,, > 0 where for any fixed E, (cl < Q,, ( 1) has a family of periodic 
solutions x*(t, 1, E), where -&, < 1 c 6,, represents the parameter. Now 
x*(t, 1, E) will have the form x*(t, 1, E) = Q(t) a*(n) +sZ(t, 1, a), where 
a*(n) E RP is a continuously differentiable function of 1. Furthermore if we 
define F: RP + RP by F(a) = jr Y(S) f(s, @(~)a, 0) ds, the Alternative 
Method shows that F(u*(;2)) = 0. 
Thus the linear approximation of the periodic family can be thought of 
as a smooth curve r= {u*(n)1 -6,<1<6,} in p-space for which F 
vanishes. It will be shown that the values of u(n) can be obtained by a 
Newton iteration scheme provided the initial guess a, is sufficiently close to 
r. Letting dF(u) = (8Fi(u)/&zj) represent the differential of F, it is clear that 
the Newton scheme cannot be applied directly to F itself since 
dF(u*(A)) u*‘(l) = 0 so that dF(u) is always singular along the smooth 
solution curve f. 
Other linear and quadratic convergence schemes have been constructed 
for this type of problem [S, 6,8]. However, they show that for a given a,, 
near r a non-Newtonian scheme will converge to some member of r’. It 
will be shown here that there exists a parameter a which is in one-to-one 
correspondence with u*(J) (members of r) and a family of maps G1 : 
RP + RP, where the Newton scheme a,, , = a, - dG,‘(u,) Gl(u,) con- 
verges to u*(J). To accomplish this we first must see that due to the con- 
servative nature of (l), the singular behavior of the function F is of a very 
special nature. 
III. CONSERVATIVELY SINGULAR SYSTEMS 
To characterize the singular behavior of F we need some preparatory 
lemmas, 
LEMMA 1. There exists u smooth function h: RP + RP, where 
Vxu(t, @(t)u, 0) = h’(u) Y(r). 
ProoJ: It is known (Hale [4, p. 2711) that Vxu(t, @(t)u, 0) is a periodic 
solution of (3) which is smooth in a. The result immediately solutions. 
Throughout this paper we will make the nondegenerative assumption on 
u that h’(u) = (hi(u),..., h,(u)) # 0 and in particular h,(u) # 0 in our region 
of interest (if h,(u) # 0, we can take i= 1 by a rearrangement of coor- 
dinates). 
LEMMA 2. h’(u) F(u) = 0. 
Proof: This is shown by Hale [4, p. 2711 when E = 0. 
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The last lemma verifies that F is indeed singular. However, more impor- 
tantly, we will show that if the characteristic multiplier p = 1 of (2) has sim- 
ple elementary divisors, then h(a) is in actuality a conservative vector field. 
LEMMA 3. Assume the characteristic multiplier p = 1 of (2) has simple 
elementary divisors. Then Q(t) and Y(t) can be chosen so that Y(t) Q(t) = I 
( p x p identity). 
Proof. From Floquet theory we know that a fundamental mtrix 
solution of (2) has the form P(t)e”, where P(t) is nonsingular and T- 
periodic and where the eigenvalues of eBT are the characteristic multipliers 
of (2). Also there exists a nonsingular matrix R such that R-‘BR = (z E), 
where C is p x p and where all the eigenvalues of C and none of those of D 
are integer multiples of 2ni/T. Now by hypothesis all the eigenvalues of C 
have simple elementary divisors. Thus we can let Q(t) = P(t) R[$‘] and 
Q(t) = [ePCrO] RP’P-‘(t) and thus Y(t) Q(t) = I. 
The fact that Lemma 3 is not true in general can be seen from the simple 
example -t, =.x2, -fz=O, where then Q(t)= (A) and Y(t)= [O, 11. 
We can now characterize the singular form of F. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the characteristic multiplier p = 1 of (2) has 
simple elementary divisors. Then there exists a function v: Rp + R Hlhich is 
tbtice continuously differentiable in our region of interest M-here 
VP(U) F(a) = 0. 
Proof From Lemma 3 we have that Y(0) Q(O) = I. Since u is constant 
along solutions, we can define v(a) = u(t, @(?)a, 0). Differentiating with 
respect to a and appealing to Lemma 1 we have 
Vv(a)=V,u(t,@(t)a,O)@(t)=h’(a) Y(t)@(t)=h’(a). 
The result follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
We are thus led to the following notion: 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be some domain in RP, where F: 9 c RP -+ RP is 
twice continuously differentiable. If there exists a u: 9 c RP --+ R which is 
twice continuously differentiable, Vu(a) # 0 on 9 and where Vu(a) F(a) = 0 
for all a E 9, we say F is conservatively singular on 9,. 
IV. AN ITERATION SCHEME 
We now consider the equation: 
F(a) = 0, aE9 9 (4) 
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where F is a conservatively singular system on 9. We suppose that (4) has 
an isolated smooth solution curve r= {a*(I)1 - 6, < 1 c S,> and let 
a*(O) = a*. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
(au/aa,)(a*) # 0. 
Finally, we make the following generic assumptions. 
(Hl) The null space of dF(a*), q(dF(u*)), is one dimensional. 
(H2) &~(a*) u*‘(O) # 0. 
Since 
F(u*(l)) = 0, 
@a*(~)) 
d2. 
= dF(u*) u*‘(O) = 0 
A=0 
so that u*‘(O) is in q(dF(u*)). Hypothesis (Hl) assumes that dF(u*) is not 
any further degenerate. Letting g(n) =u(u*(~)) we have that g’(0) = 
Vu(u*) u*‘(O). Hypothesis (H2) assumes g’(0) #O so that near u* each 
member of r lies on a different level curve of u. 
We will now construct a family of mappings G1 where if a, and u(1) are 
sufficiently close to a*, then a,,, 1 = a, - dG; ‘(a,) G,(u,); n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., will 
converge quadratically to u(I). 
LEMMA 4. (i) wEq(dF(u*)) ifund only ifw=au*‘(O)for some aER. 
(ii) The equation dF(u*)w = z has a solution, ZE R(dF(u*)) ifund only 
ifVu(u*)z = 0. 
Proof (i) Follows immediately from (Hl ). 
(ii) We know Vu(u) F(u) = 0 on 9. Defining V(u) = (&I(u)/&z, &I,) and 
differentiating the equation with respect to a we have V(u) F(u) + 
Vu(u) dF(u) = 0. Evaluating at a = a* we have Vu(u*) dF(u*) = 0 so that 
Vu(u*) is a basis for q(dF’(u*)). The result follows immediately from the 
Fredholm Alternative. 
We now let /IO = ~(a*) = u(u*(O)). Since g(l) = u(u*(l)) and g’(0) # 0, 
there exists 6 > 0 where for any I/3 - PO1 < 6 there exists a unique 2 near 0 
such that j? = u(u*(;l)). Letting P, E RP represent the unit vector in the a,- 
direction then for any ID - PO1 < 6 we define the mapping G, : 9 c RP + RP 
by G,(a) = F(u) - (u(u) - j?)&, where /I = u(u*(J)). 
By direct computation, for any w E RP, we have dG,(u)w = 
dF(u)w - (Vu(u)w)c, and note that dG,(u) is independent of 1 for any 
choice of a E 9. 
LEMMA 5. dGl(u*) is nonsingulur. 
Proof: dGA(u*)w = 0 implies (Vu(a*)w)&, E R(dF(u*)). By Lemma 4(ii) 
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this implies (&~(a*)/&z,)(Vu(a*)w) = 0. Since do(a*)/du, #O we have 
Vu(u*)w =0 so that w~q(dF(u*)). Thus M’= ru*‘(O) for some aE R which 
implies Vv(u*)(au*‘(O)) = ~%(a*) u*‘(O) = 0. Since vu(a* j u*‘(O) # 0 we 
have a=0 and thus w=O. 
LEMMA 6. There exists E > 0 and M > 1 cohere for any Ifl- /lOI < 6 and 
any (u-u*/, Iii-a*1 <E we huue 
(i) IdG; ‘(a)1 GM, 
(ii) IG,(u)-G,(C)-dG,(ti)(u-Z)l<Mla--al’. 
Proof: (i) Follows immediately by Lemma 5 and by noting dGA(u) is 
independent of /?. 
(ii) Note that G,(u) - G,(a) - dG,(Z)(a - ti) = F(u) - F(a) - 
dF(a)(u-a)-(u(u)-u(a)-Vu(ti)(u-@Ii,. 
Since the expression is independent of /I and F, u are twice continuously 
differentiable, the result follows immediately from Taylors Remainder 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let E,,=E/~M’>O, E* =~,,/2>0 and choose 0<6* <6 
small enough so that la- flOl < 6* implies (a* -a*(X)1 -CC*, bvhere 
p= u(u*Q)). 
Then for any fixed I/?-/l01 < 6* and any choice of IuO-u*l <E*, the 
NeHlton scheme 
U n+,=u,--G;l’(u,)Gx(u,) (5) 
converges quadratically to u*(l). 
Proof: We show inductively that la,--u*(l)/ -C (l/2)‘“-‘&, for all n. 
The estimate is clearly true for n = 0 since 
lUo-U*(l)l < la,--a*1 + lU*-U*(X)\ <E*-&* =Eo. 
Now assume the estimate is true for n. We have la*(X) - a*1 -C E* < E 
and la,-a*[ < la,,-u*(X)1 + la*(X)-a*1 <Q,+E*=&,=$E/M~<E and 
therefore the estimates of Lemma 6 are valid for the points a,, u*(X). 
Now Gl(u*(X)) = 0 = Gx(u,) + dG&,)(u(X) - a,) + G;l(u*(l)) - Gx(u,) - 
dGx(u,)(u*(l) - a,). Moving the first two terms to the left-hand side and 
multiplying by dGy ‘(a,) we have 
U n+ , -a*(l) = dG,‘(a,Wx(a*(~) - GA4 - dGx(~,N~*(~) -an). 
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I%+, -u*(X)1 ~M~(a,-a*(R)~2<(1/2)2”+‘-2M2&~ 
= (lp)2”+‘-2 (E/2)(&/2@) < (l/2)2”+‘- LEO. 
Thus for any choice of “energy” value p near /&, we may use GA to iterate 
quadratically to the solution curve member a*(X) which lies on the surface 
u(u) = 8. 
V. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS WITH RE,WNANCE 
A large class of Hamiltonian systems which contain resonant elliptic 
behavior will give rise to determing equations which will be conservatively 
singular. Consider the n-degree of freedom Hamiltonian, 
’ Pi 
H(xV w, = 1 7 (xzi- I+ X:i) + WiSW + Fl(X, W), 
i=l 
where x E R”, w E R2”‘, I+ in = n, p, > 0, all pi for i 2 2 are integer multiples 
of p,, the 2m x 2m symmetric matrix S is not in resonance with p, and 
where &x, w) is of cubic and higher order in (x, w). When ii= 0, the 
resulting system will have an I-parameter family of 2x/p,-periodic orbits. 
We wish to locate members of these periodic orbits which remain when 
HZ 0 and will see that the determining equations are conservatively 
singular. 
Performing the transformation: x, = sp sin p1 13, X* = c,nl p cos pI 0, 
xi = epyi for 3 < i 6 21, and MJ~ = &pzi for 1~ i < 2m we arrive at the system 
for the orbits: 
dY2i- I 
-=PiY2i+EY2i-l(e, P, Y, z, &) d0 
i = 2,..., I,
dY2i 
z= -PiY2i-1 +EY*i(ev p, Y, z, &Iv 
g = JSZ + EZ(& p, y, z, E), 
(6) 
where J = [ :I ,‘I and no eigenvalues of JS are integer multiples of pul i. 
When E = 0, the linear system gives rise to (2f- 1 )-periodic solutions of 
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period 24~~. Thus the first order approximation of the determining 
equations, F(a) = 0, will be (2f- 1 )-equations in (21- 1 )-unknowns. Also 
letting u = ,,/w represent the first integral of the system we have that 
de, @(W, 0) = a, (p,/2) + (/4)(4 + a:, + ... + (p,/2)(4- 2 + 4, ) 
which is well behaved in a neighborhood of the origin (I* = 0. Furthermore 
(au/&,)( 8, 0,O) = a # 0. Thus we may conclude that systems of this 
nature lead to conservatively singular determining equations in a 
neighborhood of the origin which we take to be a*. 
A simple example of such a system is given by 
where 01, 1’ are parameters. The system generated is given by 
Applying the method outlined above, the resulting determining 
equations are given by 
t 
-3a/8 u~u2(u: + u:) 
F(u) = -3a/4 u:a2u3 + y/2 afu,(uf + a:) + 3a/4 uf(u,ui + uiu3) 
i 
. 
3a/8 U:(LI: + 3~:) -y/2 ufu,(u: + u:) + 3a/8 af(u: - kj) 
i 
Furthermore one obtains: u( 8, @( e)u, 0) = u(u) = a, J 1 + (u: + u:). One 
can verify by direct computation that VII(U) F(u) = 0. 
One can easily see in this illustrative example that 
.u~(t)=p,sin(t+Q,), .u:( t) = po cos( t + e,). xf(t)=O, .Yr( t) = 0 
represents a one-parameter family of periodic obits for the non-linear 
system. 
The results in the one-parameter family curve of solutions u*(A) = 
(1,0,0) for the determining equations where fi = I(v(u*(l)) = 1). 
The subroutine “point” on a UNIVAC 80 was employed to follow the 
solution curve. The program was also allowed to approximate dF(u,) at 
each step. Using fixed initial conditions (0.1, 0.1, 0.1). (0.2, 0.2, 0.2) and 
(0.25, 0.25, 0.25) it was shown in each case that the solution curve can be 
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traced from j3 = 0.1 to approximately /I = 0.9. In each run approximately 26 
iterations were needed. This demonstrates once again that Newton’s 
scheme is much more roboust than the predicted theory. 
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